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PREFACE

This book is related to the theory of functions of a-bounded type in the halfplane of the complex plane. I constructed this theory by application of the Liouville integro-differentiation. To some extent, it is similar to M.M.Djrbashian's
factorization theory of the classes Na of functions of a-bounded type in the
disc, as much as the well known results on different classes and spaces of regular
functions in the half-plane are similar to those in the disc.
Besides, the book contains improvements of several results such as the
Phragmen-Lindelof Principle and Nevanlinna Factorization in the Half-Plane
and offers a new, equivalent definition of the classical Hardy spaces in the
half-plane.
The last chapter of the book presents author's united work with G.M.
Gubreev (Odessa). It gives an application of both a-theories in the disc and
in the half-plane in the spectral theory of linear operators. This is a solution
of a problem repeatedly stated by M.G.Krein and being of special interest for
a long time.
The book is proposed for a wide range of readers. Some of its parts are
comprehensible for graduate students, while the book in the whole is intended
for young researchers and qualified specialists in the field.
I am grateful to my father Prof. Mkhitar M. Djrbashian who in 1980's
led me into the field of representations of regular functions. I am very glad to
express my gratitude to Prof. Cabiria Andreian Cazacu and Prof. Chung-Chun
Yang for encouraging me to write this book. Also, I am thankful to my wife
Gohar Jerbashian for her valuable assistance in refining the text of the book.

ARMEN M. JERBASHIAN

INTRODUCTION

1. The fundamental role of integral representations and factorizations in complex analysis is well known. In this field, the basic results of Poisson, Cauchy,
Weierstrass, and Hadamard where continued by outstanding achievements of
Hardy, Blaschke, Fatou, Herglotz, F. and M. Riesz, Sego, R.Nevanlinna, V.I.
Privalov and other classics of the contemporary complex analysis. These achievements partially were summarized in the widely known monographs of R.
Nevanlinna [84], I.I.Privalov [86, 87], L.De'Branges [14]. A series of further
results is due to Paley-Wiener [85], Hille-Tamarkin [47], V.I.Krilov [76], B.Ja.
Levin [77], M.Tsuji [106] and others.
The investigated non-weighted classes of functions mainly were connected
with the following three classical problems, which depend on the specific geometry and technical apparatus of the disc and half-plane of the complex plane.
Problem I. Describe some classes of regular functions, the growth of which is
restricted by a rotation-invariant condition that does
J^Q^ distinguish the boundary points of the unit disc,
The unit disc on
the Riemann sphere
^^ considers the whole boundary as a single point. The
growth condition
P2TT

sup /
0 <r<l
<
Jo

\f{re'^)fdi}<-\-oo

defining Hardy's spaces H^ {0 < p < +CXD) of functions
holomorphic in |z| < 1 is an example of such restriction.
THE GLOBAL PROB
Another example is the condition defining Nevanlinna's
LEM IN THE DISC
class of meromorphic functions of bounded type in the
disc or a similar class of subharmonic functions possessing nonnegative harmonic major ants in \z\ < 1:
/»27r

/
iJo
0<r<170
sup

u+ (re''^)di? < +00

(w+ = maxfu, 0}).

(1)

Problem II. Describe some classes of functions which are assumed to be in a
sense regular even on the boundary of the half-plane, except the point CXD, while
the growth of these functions is restricted only near oo. Nevanlinna conditions
defining a subclass of subharmonic functions possessing nonnegative harmonic
majorants in the upper half-plane (i.e. providing Nevanlinna factorization in
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The upper half-plane
on the Riemann sphere

the upper half-plane) present an example of such restrictions:
-t-oo

0

:dx < +00,

/

-co

liminf ^

RJo

THE LOCAL PROBLEM
IN THE HALF-PLANE

l + x-

u-^{Re'^)smM^<-{-oo

(2)
(3)

{u{z) is assumed to be subharmonic in a domain containing the closed finite half-plane Im z > 0). Another example is the Phragmen-Lindelof principle,
where both quantities (2) and (3) are assumed to be
zero.

P r o b l e m I I I . The growth of functions is restricted by a shift-invariant condition distinguishing only the point oo, while the finite points of the boundary
are considered equivalently, i.e. the boundary is conThe upper half-plane
on the Riemann sphere sidered as two points, oo and all finite boundary points.
This is the similarity of the global Problem I in the
0
disc.
The growth condition defining Hille-Tamarkin's
[47] Hardy spaces in Im z > 0 is such an example:
+ CXD

sup
y>o

/

\f{x + iy)\^dx < +00.
-OO

THE GLOBAL PROBLEM

Another condition of such type defines V.LKrilov[76]E.D.Solomentsev's [103] classes 91 and 9 1 ^ of subharmonic functions with bounded Tsuji characteristics in Im 2: > 0:
n-\-oo
-I-00

/

u'^[x -h iy)dx < -hoc,
-00

(4)

-foo

at"

sup
?/>0

/

\u{x -f iy)\ dx < +CXD.
-00

One can note the differences between the analytic apparatus peculiar to the
disc and to the half-plane. Particularly, representation as a Laplace transform
in the half-plane corresponds to the Taylor expansion in the disc.
2. Further development of representation apparatus was necessary for applications in different fields of science. Particularly, the apparatus was extended to
different weighted classes of functions regular in different senses. The canonical
representations of weighted classes of holomorphic and meromorphic functions,
established by M.M.Djrbashian [16] in 1945 were among first results in the
field. His results actually revealed a new way of application of fractional integ-
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ro-differentiation - in the representation problem of weighted classes of regular functions. One can find a detailed survey of these and other methods of
fractional integro-differentiation in the monograph of S.G.Samko, A.A.Kilbas
and O.I.Marichev [92]. The initial work [16] (see also [17] for detailed proofs
and additional results) mainly aimed at improving Nevanlinna's result [84, Sec.
216] related to description of the density of zeros and poles of the weighted class
of functions meromorphic in the disc \z\ < 1, the Nevanlinna characteristics of
which satisfy the rotation-invariant condition

I

1

(l-r)^T(r,/)(ir <+oo

(5)

for a given — 1 < a < +oo. Namely, Nevanlinna has shown that the zeros and
poles of functions from his weighted class (5) satisfy the modular condition
^(l-Kir+2<+oo,

J2i^-\b,\)-+^<+oo.

(6)

In [16] the following canonical factorization was found for meromorphic functions from Nevanlinnna's class (5):

F(z) =
X exp^ ^ - ^

II

,2^a l0g|i^(C)l

(1 - IClT-^-^l^^daiO

y \z\< 1,

(7)

where Cx is the first non-zero coefficient of the Laurent expansion of F{z) at
z — 0, ka is a. definite constant, {a^} and {bj^} are zeros and poles of F{z), and
TTa are some Blaschke type products with factors of the form
exp

r .1 ^i_tr^
1 iicp(i-fi)"

=-1

1-Cz

Q

Note that later the same products were considered also by Tsuji (see [106, Ch.
IV]) for integers a = 0,1,2,
One can easily observe the Riemann-Liouville fractional integro-differentiation in the definition and in the structure of the canonical factorization (7)
of Nevanlinna's class (5). Using that factorization apparatus, F.A.Shamoian
[94] found some descriptive factorizations of the class (5) and particularly could
prove that Nevanlinna's modular condition (6) completely describes the density
of zeros and poles (and hence of any a-points) of functions from the mentioned
class. One can find a series of further results related to these weighted classes
and, particularly, a complete modular description of the zero-sets of more general classes in [95, 97, 99].
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The papers [16, 17] also contain an investigation of the weighted Hardy
type classes H^{a) (later known as A^) of functions holomorphic in \z\ < 1,
the growth of which is restricted by the condition
(1 — |CI)^l/(C)r^^(C) < +^^ {da is the Lebesgue area measure)
/ / ICKi
JJ\c
for given a > —1 and p > 1. Particularly, the widely known representations of
functions f{z) G A^ were first found. The origins of investigations related to
AQ can be found in a work of L.Biberbach [9] and in other references of [107],
where the works [13, 73, 109, 43, 8] relating to ^ Q ^^^ even more general spaces
are to be especially mentioned. For the later developments in the topics, see
the monographs [15], [45] with their reference lists and [95, 97, 98, 100, 101,
90, 91, 68].
3. Later the Riemann-Liouville fractional integro-differentiation was used [18],
[19, Ch. IX] for construction of the factorization theory of the wider than (5)
classes N^ {—l<a<
+00) of functions meromorphic in the disc, which we
call functions of a-bounded type in the disc along with Nevanlinna's class (5).
Namely, the operator
f\l-tr-'u{tre I'd )dt,

D--u{re'')^^
r(Q^) Jo

D''u{re'^)=uire'^),
D'^uire'^) = ^

{L)-(^-^)ix(re'^)} ,

(where 0 < a < +00 and p is the natural number deduced from
p—l<a<p)
was applied in \z\ < 1 directly to u{te'^'^) = log |/(te*^)|.
It shall be mentioned that later consideration of a more general operator
[20], permitted to investigate [21, 22, 23] some classes N{Ld} (of functions
of a;-bounded type in the disc) which depend on a function-parameter uj{x)
replacing (1 — x)^ and exhaust the whole set of functions meromorphic in
the disc. Thus, a general theory of factorization and boundary properties
of functions meromorphic in the disc was constructed [21, 22]. This theory,
together with some of the series of investigations of V.S.Zakarian [110 - 121],
was summarized by M.M.Djrbashian and V.S.Zakarian in the monograph [30].
Also, we mention the extension of their theory to functions (5-subharmonic
in \z\ < 1 [65, 66]. This extension led to a very explicit understanding of
the theory. For a;-generalizations and extension of the results of [16, 17] to
J-subharmonic functions see [68].
Below we restrict ourselves by giving only those results of the above mentioned theory, which relate to functions of a-bounded type in the disc, since
they, along with the factorizations of functions of a-bounded type in the halfplane, will be applied in the spectral theory of linear operators in the last
chapter of this book.
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In assumption that f{z) is meromorphic and n{r, f) is the quantity of its
poles in 1^1 < r, consider the following ce-characteristic functions and a-kernels:
Nc.{rJ)^-f^
[\r-tr[n{tJ)-n{0,f)]^
l{l + a) Jo
1

m^{r,f)^—j

t

+

:^^[logr-k.],
l[l + a)

4-

/•^'^

[D-^\og\f{re''>)\YM,

T^ir,f) =

mc,ir,f)+N„{r,f),

where ka = a X ] ^ i [ ^ ( ^ + ^)]~^' The class N^ (—1 < a < H-CXD) of functions
of a-bounded type in |z| < 1 is defined by the condition
sup Ta{rJ)

< 4-00,

0<r<l

and the following main theorem is true.
Theorem 1. The class Na (—1 < a < -f-oo) coincides with the set of functions
representable in the form
/(z) = e ^ ^ + ^ ' = « z ^ | ^ | | ^ e x p | i - £ ' ' 5 „ ( e - ' ' z ) # w } , |^| < 1,

(9)

where j is a real number, A is an integer, ilj{'d) is a function of hounded variation
in [0, 27r]; and
Ba{z]a^) =YlAa{z]a^),

Boc{z]hy) -= J|Aa(2:;a^),

A,(z, 0=^^p|-/' W i-A+^- (f)

(10)

X

are convergent Blaschke type products vanishing in zeros {a^} C {\z\ < 1} and
poles {bj^} C {\z\ < 1} of f{z), which satisfy the density conditions
^ ( 1 - |a^|)i+° < +00,

^ ( 1 - |6,|)i+" < +00.

Becoming the classical Nevanlinna factorization for a = 0, the above representation describes a wide scale of classes of meromorphic functions, such that
A^a C A^ for - 1 < a < 0, and iV C A^^, for 0 < o; < +oo.
The classes NQC (—1 < a < 0) which lie in AT have good boundary properties. This was shown in [25 - 30], where particularly was established that the
exceptional set of functions from NQC C AT, on which no nontangential boundary
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values F{e^'^) — lim^_^et^ ^{.^) ^^^ly exist, is more delicate than the exceptional
set of the class N (i.e. sets of zero Lebesgue measure). Namely, this set is of
zero (1 + a)-capacity in Frostman's [33] sense.
Theorem 2. 1°. / / F(z) G AT^, ( - 1 < a < 0), then the limit F{e'^) =
lim F{z) exists and is finite for all d G [0,27r] with possible exception of a set
£^ C [0, 27r] of zero (1 + a)-capacity.
2°. Let F{z) e Na ( - 1 < a < 0) 25 holomorphic and F{e''^) = 0 on a set
E C [0,27r] of zero Lebesgue measure. If E is of positive {l-\-a)-capacity, then
F{z) = 0 in \z\ < 1.
4- The above results in the disc relate to solution of Problem I for several
classes of functions. Whereas, the construction of a factorization theory in the
half-plane may relate to solution of Problems II and III for weighted classes
of functions. This was done in author's works [49 - 56, 58 - 60, 69, 70]. The
papers [65, 66, 67, 68] relate to Problem I while [61] and [71] deal with Problems
I and III. This book presents several chapters of the author's Dr. of Sci., Math.
Thesis to which only the Sections 1, 2 and 4 of Chapter 9 from author's joint
work with G.M.Gubreev [40, 41] are added. The author is thankful to Prof.
S.G.Samko for his remarks to Thesis, which are taken into account in this book.
The book consists of 9 chapters.
Chapter 1 ([55, 58]) starts by some main properties of the Liouville fractional
integro-differentiation, which are used all over the book. These properties are
used for establishing some similarities of the Herglotz [46] - Riesz [88] theorem on the descriptive representation of the class R of holomorphic functions
having nonnegative real parts. The new theorems describe several classes of
functions holomorphic in a half-plane, the real parts of which keep their sign
after application of Liouville's integro-differential operator in the imaginary
variable. For a = 0 the representations of these classes coincide with some
well-known results of R.Nevanlinna [81] (see also [102, Ch. II], [2, Ch. Ill])
and I.S.Kats [72] (see also Addendum I in [4]) on subclasses of R, of functions
representable by Cauchy integral.
Chapter 2 ([49, 54, 59]) contains the construction and investigation of a family
of Blaschke type products in the lower half-plane G~ = {w :1m w < 0}. These
products are used as the main tool in the further factorizations.
Chapter 3 ([55]) is devoted to solutions of Il-nd and Ill-rd Problems for
some sets of functions holomorphic in a half-plane, which are larger than the
classical ones. Using Liouville's integro-differentiation, a factorization theory
of weighted classes of functions holomorphic in a half-plane is constructed.
Depending on continuous a G (—1, +oo), for o; == 0 the obtained factorizations
in essence coincide with the well known factorizations of R.Nevanlinna [83] and
V.I.Krilov [76].
Chapter 4 ([56]) establishes canonical factorizations of some weighted classes
of functions meromorphic in the half-plane, the Tsuji characteristics of which
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are weighted-summable, similar to Nevanlinna's condition (1). Like [94], descriptive representations of the considered classes are established and the density of zeros and poles of functions of these classes is completely described.
C h a p t e r 5 ([61]) is devoted to investigation of boundary properties of meromorphic functions which are of a-bounded type in the disc or in the half-plane.
The main results in the half-plane in a sense are similar to Frost man's [33]
theorem on the boundary properties of Blaschke products with "rare" zeros.
Besides, a theorem on the boundary properties of Blaschke-M.M.Djrbashian
product (8) in the disc improves the results of M.M.Djrbashian-V.S.Zakarian
[28, 29].
C h a p t e r 6 ([60]) mainly is devoted to uniform approximation with arbitrary
sharpness in the classes of meromorphic functions of a-bounded type in the
half-plane. These approximations are done by finite Blaschke type products
of Ch. 2 and, in a sense, are similar to the well-known theorem of S.Schur
[93], stating that any function bounded and holomorphic in the disc (or in the
half-plane) is uniformly approximated by finite Blaschke products. Besides, a
necessary and suflficient growth condition is found, under which a function of
ce-bounded type in the half-plane is a Blaschke type product.
C h a p t e r 7. It is well known that the classical conditions (2)-(3) and (4) of
Problems II and III describe only the growth of some subclasses of subharmonic
functions possessing nonnegative harmonic majorants in Im z > 0. This was
the reason for finding some general conditions [57, 62, 63] improving Nevanlinna
factorization in the half-plane by description of all functions of bounded type
in the half-plane. This led to solution of a new, IV-th problem, which is in
essence a "symbiosis" of Problems II and III.
Problem IV. Describe some classes of functions regular in Im z > 0, the
growth of which is assumed to be restricted by a "global" (shift-invariant) and a
"local" conditions simultaneously. It appears that a function u{z) subharmonic
in the upper half-plane Im z > 0 has a nonnegative harmonic major ant in
Im z > 0 if and only if simultaneously
~ I upper half-plane
/'+^
. ^ dx
the Riemann sphere hmmf /
u'^[x + iy)z—,—5^
/

-R

u~^(x + iy)
^^1

dx
:- < +00
+• X^-^

and

CX3

GLOBAL-LOCAL

liminf^ /
R^+00 R JQ

u-^(Re''^)smM'd<+oo.

In particular, this result contains the classical Nevanlinna factorization [83] in the half-plane (see also [10]).
Besides, Nevanlinna's uniqueness theorem and the Phragmen-Lindelof
type
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theorem holding from a result due to L.Ahlfors - M.Heins [1] are improved by
means of replacement of the traditional condition
limsup

u{z)<0,

—oo < t < + 0 0 ,

z-¥t, Im z>0

by a less restrictive integral condition. In addition a new, equivalent definition
of the classical Hardy spaces over the half-plane is found and a theorem on
some weighted H^ classes is proved.
C h a p t e r 8 ([64]): the methods of the previous chapter are used to investigate some weighted classes of subharmonic functions possessing nonnegative
harmonic majorants in a half-plane after application of Liouville's fractional
integration. Riesz type representations and complete growth characterization
are established. In some natural sense, these growth characterization and representations completely describe all subharmonic functions, the Liouville primitives of which have nonnegative harmonic majorants in the half-plane. The
considered classes of subharmonic functions are generalizations of the classes
of functions of a-bounded type.
C h a p t e r 9 gives the author's joint work with G.M.Gubreev [40, 41], which
reveal a new way of application of the factorization theory in the disc and
some of the results of Chapters 7 and 8 in the spectral theory of linear operators. The application of such results is of long standing interest for operator
theory specialists. For example, soon after the monograph [19] was published,
M.G.Krein mentioned at Moscow Mathematical Congress the necessity to find
spectral interpretations of its results. Later, M.S.Livsic [79] and his pupils
(L.Kh.Mehrabyan, Do Kong Khan and others) realized meromorphic functions
of classes Na as transfer functions of some special linear systems in a series
of works. However, the applications found in [40, 41] may turn to be more
reasonable.

CHAPTER 1
THE LIOUVILLE OPERATOR
AND HERGLOTZ-RIESZ TYPE THEOREMS

1. THE LIOUVILLE INTEGRO-DIFFERENTIATION
1.1. Let a generally complex-valued function U{v) be measurable on the ray
—00 < V < d {d < +oo). Assuming that the below integral is absolutely
convergent for almost all w G (—oo, d), for a > 0 we set
W-"U{v)=-^

r
r^

iv-tr-'U{t)dt
/

Tic
.a) Jo

a''-^U(v-ia)da.

(1.1)

U{v) is said to be of the class LQ,(—oo,(i) (0 < a < +00), if for any e > 0
(1 + |t|)"-^t/(t) e L i ( - o o , d - e).

(1.2)

Note that for any ai and a2 (0 < a i < a2 < +00)
La2{~oo,d) C Lai(—oo,d).

(1.3)

Lemma 1.1. 1°. IfU{v) E La(—00, d) for some a G (0, +00), then the integral
W~^U{v) is absolutely convergent for almost allv G (—oo,(i) and it represents
a function summable on any finite interval (a^b) C (—oc,(i).
2°. If ai, a2 e (0,+oo) and U{v) e La,^a2{-oo,d),
La2{-oo,d).

then

W-'^'lUiv)] G

Proof. 1°. Let - 0 0 < a < b < d. Then
nb

I

oh

\W-'^U{v)\dv

Ja

< I

W-°'\U{v)\dv

Ja

^ ^ ^ I j d v j

{v-t)"-^\U{v)\dt+

f dv f (v -

t)''-^\Uiv)\dt

= p(YT^ (^fjb - tr - (a - tr] mv)\dt+jjb - trmv)\dt

2
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On the other hand, for enough great C = C{a^ 6, a) > 0
0 < (6 - t ) " - (a - t)^ < C(l + |t|)"-^
and

( 6 - t ) " < C ( l + |t|)^-i

if
if

- oo < t < a,
a<t<b.

Therefore
rb

[

\W-^U{v)\

dv < -^—-

/

(1 4- \t\r-'\U{v)\dt

< +00.

2°. We shall use the well-known formula
f\y
7*2

_ fi)"'~'(<i - t2)"^-'dii = ^ ( " ^ ) ^ ( " ^ \ t , - t2r+-'-\
r ( a i + 02)

(1.4)

It is obvious that for any e > 0
f

{l + \t\)°'^-'^W-"'-'\U{t)\dt

But (1 4- |t|)^2-i < (7^^^ ^ d)«2-i for enough great Ci = Ci(a,c?,£) > 0 and
any t G (—c? -f £, +00). Therefore, by (1.4)

J-d+e
J-d

r(ai-ha2)

Besides, {d - :r)^i+^2-i < (^2(1 -[- |a;|)^i+^2-i (_oo < a: < c^ - £:) for some
C2 = C2 {oLi -h a2, (i, e) > 0. Hence
d—£

{l+\t\Y-'-^W-°"\U{t)\dt
/

-00

= C i C 2 ^ / ^ ' ' ' ^ , / \ l + |:r|)^^+"^-^|C/(x)|dx < +00.
r ( a i +0^2) y_oo
L e m m a 1.2. Let f/('i^) G Jjoci+a2-\ Vocn,{~^^^d) /^^ some positive numbers
aua2r'-otn.
T/ien W-("i+"2+-+^-)t/(t;) an^ W^-^^W^-^^ ••-1^-^-^/(7;) are
absolutely convergent for almost all v G {—oo,d), and a.e. in (—oo,d)
| ^ - ( a i + a 2 + - + a . ) ^ ^ ^ ) ^ l ^ - « i I ^ - « 2 . . . W-'^-Uiv)

(1.5)
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Proof. For n = 1 our assertion is trivial. Using (1.4), we come to the following
equalities, which prove our lemma for n = 2:

A similar argument with an induction leads to the proof for any n > 1.
R e m a r k 1.1. If a G [1,-hoo) and U{v) G La(—CXD,C?), then by Lemmas 1.1
and 1.2 the integral W~^U{v) is absolutely convergent for all v G (—00,0?)
and it represents a function continuous on (—oo,d). By the same lemmas, if
U{v) G Lp(—oc,c?) for any natural number p > 1, then
W-PU{v) = f
J—00

dti f'

dt2-" ['' ' U{tp)dtp

J—00

J—00

everywhere in (—oo,(i). Thus, W~'^U{v) is the p-th primitive

ofU{v).

1.2. By (1.3) and Lemma 1.1, for any a G (0,Q;O] the integral W~'^U{v) is
absolutely convergent for almost all v G (—oo,c/), provided U{v) G LQ;O(—00,0?)
for an ao G (0, +00). Besides, the following statement is true.
L e m m a 1.3. Let U{v) G Lao(-oc,G!) for some ao G (0,-foo). Then for any
a G (0, ao] the integral W~^U{v) is absolutely convergent in any Lebesgue point
V G (—oc,c?) of the function \U{v)\.
Proof. For a > 1 the assertion is obvious by the above Remark 1.1. Let
0 < a < 1 (a G (0, ao]). Assuming v G (—oo,(i) a Lebesgue point of |f7(f)|, we
write

For evaluation of / i , choose a constant C = C{v, ao) G (0, +00) such that
(^_t)^o-l <C'(l_^|^|)ao-l

foj.

t < V - l .

(1.6)

Then
il'^ < ^.7-r / a-^-'\Uiv - a)\da < ^ ^ /
(1 + \t\r-'\U(t)\dt < +00
1 W JI
I (a) y_oo
since U{v) G L^o (—00, d). Thus, it remains to prove that also la is convergent.
To this end, it suffices to show that lim^^-^+o/^ (^^~^\U{v — cr)|dcr is a finite
number. For this, introduce the function

^,{G)=

r \u{v-t)\dt= r \u{T)\dT,
Jo

Jv—a
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which is continuous in 0 < cr < +00, and observe that for any a > 0
\Uiv)\

<- Tmv-

t)\-\Uiv)\\dt.

<7 J o

Besides,
lim a''-^^Ja)

= \U(v)\

cr-)-+0

since v € {—oo,d) is a Lebesgue point of |^(i^)|. On the other hand, by the
definition of ^y (a)

Js

Jd

= $,(1) - J"-^^^(5) + (1 - a) /

a''-Hy{a)da.

Therefore, the mentioned hmit is finite and the proof is complete.
Lemma 1.4. IfU{v) G Lao(-oo,d) for some ao G (0,+CXD), then
hm W~'^U{v) = U{v)

(1.7)

in every Lebesgue point v G (—00, d) of U{v).
Proof. Let Of G (0, ao], 0 < a < 1, and let t' G (—00, d) be a Lebesgue point of
U{v). Similar to the proof of the previous lemma,

In view of (1-6),
\J^^^\<^^£^\l

+ \t\r'>-'\U{t)\dt^O

as a->+0.

Now introduce the function
pa

F„(cr) =

pv

U{v- a)da = /
Jo

U{T)d7

Jv—cr

which is continuous for a > 0. Since !» G (—oo, d) is a Lebesgue point of 17,
\Fv{cj)

U{v) <-

I
(^ Jo

\U{v~t)-U{v)\dt^o{l ) as a ^ -hO.

(1.9)
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Hence liiRa^-^o (J"^Fy(a) = U{v). Therefore
Fy{G)=a[U{v)-\-ujy{(j)],
where the function a;^(cr) = a~^Fy{a) — U{v) is continuous on 0 < cr < +00
and such that LOV{-\-0) = 0. Further, for an e > 0 choose S = S{€) G (0,1)
enough small to provide |cc;v(cr)| < e/b iov 0 < a < S. Then

T{a) Jo

r{a)

r ( l + a)

r(a) Js

r(Q^) Jo
But one can verify that

T{a) io

I " r ( a ) 5 70

1 - ^ l\^[cj)cj^-Ha\<5--'^—^
r(Q^) J5
I

5r(l + a)'
f\uy{a)\dcj

r(a)

JQ
1 — a

I

/ M

< 5V{a)
^_, , o<o-<i
max |cj-i;(aj|.
Hence
jW-t/(z;)

1 - Q

- r(a) + r(i + a)

- 1 \U{v)

e 1— a
__-. 1 — a
. ...
-T^TT-—r+()
T^. . max a;^;(cr) .
5 r ( l + a)
r ( a ) o<o-<i
Now choose 6' e (0, min{ao, 1}) enough small to provide that all terms of the
right-hand side of the last inequality be less than s/4: for 0 < a < 5'. Then
\JoL — U{v)\ < £ for 0 < a < J', and lima_^+o Ja = U{v) since £ > 0 was
arbitrary. Hence our assertion follows by (1.8) and (1.9).
R e m a r k 1.2. By Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2, in the requirements of Lemma 1.4
lim

W-'^U{v)^W-'^'U{v)

(1.7')

CK-^ai+O

for any ai G (0, ao) and almost all v G (—00,0?). This relation shows that the
operator W~^ (0 < a < +CXD) is "continuous from the right" by a.
In view of (1.7)-(1.7'), the natural extension of the definition (1.1) of W~^
(of > 0) to a = 0 is given by the identity
W^U{v) = U{v).

(1.10)

